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The mechanical properties of blood clots are of central importance to hemostasis, thrombosis
and embolism. Fibrin fiber networks are the major structural constituent of clots, and numerous
studies dating back several decades have characterized their macroscopic viscoelastic
properties [1,2]. The fiber-level and molecular details giving rise to these properties have not
been established, however. The correlation between mechanical properties and amino acid
sequence is critical for a predictive understanding of the role of genetic defects in clot
pathologies. To address this issue, we have developed a nanomanipulation technique for
evaluating individual fibrin fibers. It consists of a combination fluorescence/atomic force
microscope system that permits viewing of fiber deformation simultaneous with quantitative
strain data. Recently we and our colleagues reported on the high extensibility of individual
human fibrin fibers [3], with extensibility (or strain at breaking) of some fibers exceeding
300%, and elastic recovery with strains of up to 180%. This places human fibrin among the
most extensible protein polymers, exceeding elastin and resilin in extensibility [4]. Here we
test the hypothesis that the majority of the strain is taken up by the tandem repeat segment of
the flexible αC region of fibrin. Our study focused on this portion of the protein by mechanically
evaluating fibrins with varying lengths of the tandem repeat segment. Using our integrated
nanomanipulation system, we stretched individual fibrin fibers made of human, mouse and
chicken fibrinogen which have long, intermediate and zero length tandem repeat segments
respectively. We found that extensibility correlated with the lengths of the tandem repeat
segments.

The fibrin monomer is 45 nm long and consists of three pairs of polypeptides (α, β, γ) joined
through over two dozen disulfide bridges (for review see [5]) . The monomer has two globular
regions (D) on the ends of the molecule joined to a smaller central globular region (E) through
a triple coiled-coil (Fig. 1A). The crystal structure for the majority of the fibrinogen molecule
has been solved [6]. However, roughly 2/3 of the α chain on the C-terminal end known as the
“αC region” (α221-610 in human), has defied definitive structural characterization. These αC
regions have been shown to interact and to facilitate fiber formation, and have been implicated
in the mechanical performance of clots [7,8]. What has received less attention is the question
of how this portion of the fibrin molecule operates as a mechanical element. The αC region
has two distinct parts: the connector region (α221-391 in human) and the terminal region
(α392-610 in human). Within the connector region are a series of tandem amino acid repeats.
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Both the number of repeats and the number of residues within the repeat differ greatly between
species [9,10]. We took advantage of this inherent variability to compare the extensibility of
fibers with no tandem repeat segment (chicken), intermediate length (mouse) and long (human)
repeat segment (Figure 1B). In human fibrinogen, the tandem repeat segment is 128 amino
acids long (10 repeats of mostly 13), in mouse 60 (5 repeats of mostly 13) [10], and in chicken
fibrinogen, is completely absent. Consequently, the contour length of the loosely tethered αC
region is roughly 22 nm longer in mouse and 50 nm longer in human than in chicken fibrinogen.
With two α chains per monomer, this would be a total difference in contour length of 44 nm
and 100 nm per monomer.

To test the extensibility of individual fibrin fibers, we polymerized low concentrations of
fibrinogen onto micropatterened corrugated surfaces of transparent ridges and channels such
that fibrin fibers were suspended across the channels [3,4]. We then used the combined AFM-
fluorescence microscope to stretch the fibers to the point of failure while simultaneously
monitoring deformation through video microscopy. Video of the extension was recorded for
each pull, and analyzed to determine extensibility. The extensibility is simply the change in
length of the fiber segment at the breaking point, divided by the original length (here presented
as a percentage). An example stretching sequence is shown in panels C-F of Fig. 1. Our
extensibility results are shown in panels G and H of Fig. 1. Extensibility for chicken fibers is
47 +/- 23 % (N=42); mouse: 187 +/- 44 % (N=89); human: 217 +/- 47 (N=75). The differences
were significant for each pairing (mouse/human, p=0.0004; chicken/human, p < 0.0001;
mouse/chicken, p< 0.0001). Thus the relatively low extensibility of chicken fibrin, and the
intermediate values for mouse as compared to human fibers, correlate with the length of their
corresponding connector regions.

Along with the mechanical evidence, the primary structure of the repeat segment also suggests
mechanical function. The segment is intriguingly reminiscent of repeat sequences in
elastomeric proteins such as elastin, resilin, and spider-silk [11]. Though the sequence of the
repeats varies in length and content among these proteins, they share some interesting
similarities such an unusually high content of glycine and proline (21% and 11% respectively
in human fibrin). These amino acids have been implicated as blockers of secondary structure
and in high frequency promote amorphous or “natively unfolded” structure [12-14]. Natively
unfolded protein domains have been shown to function as non-linear springs [15] as well as
providing tethers for multiple interactions facilitated by lack of strict conformational
constraints [16].

Fibrin is a very large protein (340 kDa) and has other domains that are candidates for
conformational changes under strain. These include the two globular D regions at each end of
the protein (the C terminal of the β and γ chains), and the coiled coil region. A recent force
spectroscopy study on engineered oligomers of fibrinogen demonstrated that the unfolding of
the coiled- coil region could account for a fraction of fibrin’s extensibility (up to strains of
100%) [17], while at the same time found no evidence for contribution from the globular D
regions. Because that study used engineered, end-to-end linked oligomers, the contribution of
the αC region was not addressed. Aside from the variant tandem repeat segment, there are other
substantive differences in the primary structures of the three fibrins studied here, and these
may influence the species-specific properties. Nevertheless, the similarity of the primary
structure of the tandem repeat segment of the αC with other elastomeric proteins suggests it
exhibits similar mechanical properties and may have a significant role in the extensibility of
fibrin fibers, and ultimately the mechanics of fibrin clots.
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Figure 1.
(A) Cartoon of fibrin molecule depicting released αC region. The thicker checked portion
indicates the approximate location of the tandem repeat segment. (B) Schematics of the α chain
for human, mouse and chicken. Solid black indicates the coiled coil region, white indicates the
αC region and the repeat segment of the αC is overlaid with a checked pattern. (CE)
Fluorescence images of suspended human fibrin fiber stretched to 230% strain with the AFM
tip (not visible). Channel/Ridge structures were prepared through microcontact printing using
a patterned silicone rubber stamp and a UV curable adhesive to produce 25 micron channels
10 microns deep [3,4]. Human and mouse fibrinogens, human factor XIII, human and mouse
thrombin were purchased from Enzyme Research Laboratories, Inc. Chicken fibrinogen was
purified from fresh-frozen chicken plasma. Human thrombin was used to prepare clots from
human and chicken fibrinogens; mouse thrombin was used with mouse fibrinogen. Clots
prepared under the conditions used for microscopy were analyzed by SDS-PAGE; all showed
substantive crosslinking, as identified by gamma-gamma dimers. Final concentration of
reagents were 0.02 mg/mL fibrinogen, 0.1 U/mL thrombin, 0.05 μg/mL Factor XIII in 5 mM
calcium HBS. Fibrinogen was fluorescently labeled after polymerization with 24nm volume-
labeled red fluorescent carboxyl coated microspheres. The fiber is suspended across a channel
and manipulated with the AFM tip (not visible). All figures are at same scale; scale bar =
20μm. (G) Histograms of extensibility measurements. (H) Bar graph of averages of the data
depicted in the histograms. Error bars represent standard deviations.
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